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BACKGROUND:

REFERENCES:

 Rock avalanches travelling over ice are a type of 

catastrophic mass movement in which large volumes 

of rock and ice sourced from periglacial rock slopes 

move rapidly over glacial ice. 

 Assessments of mobility and an understanding of 

emplacement mechanisms are critical for hazard 

analyses.

 Objective: Examine the geometry and mobility of rock 

avalanches travelling over ice through a case study of 

the Lamplugh Glacier rock avalanche (Figure 1).

 WorldView satellite stereo 

imagery (~0.5 m resolution) 

was used to derive pre- and 

post-event, high-resolution 

(2m) Digital Elevation 

Models (DEMs).

 NASA Ames Stereo 

Pipeline (ASP) was used for 

all image processing[2]. 
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RESULTS:

Figure 2: Elevation difference 

between pre (6/15/16) and post 

(7/16/16) event DEMs.
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Figure 1: Map of Glacier Bay National 

Park, and surrounding area with inset image of the Lamplugh

Glacier rock avalanche, collected by DigitalGlobe[1] on 7/16/16.

VOLUME: INTERPRETATIONS:

1) A large amount of material accumulated in Zone B, 

just below the source area.

2) A large volume of snow and ice was scoured out of 

Zone C as material travelled downslope (before 

reaching the glacial valley floor). 

3) A second major flow of material produced an 

accumulation of material in Zone D.

4) The majority of the deposit area (Zone E) has a thin 

covering of debris, with holes visible in some places. 

5) Material flowed with minimal resistance throughout 

the deposit area (Zone E) and accumulated at the 

distal margin (Zone F). 

6) Differential movement throughout the slide resulted in 

a series of lobate features, which are most apparent 

at their terminus in Zone F. 

UNCERTAINTIES:
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Figure 3: Zones of movement with detailed 

DigitalGlobe [1] images of i) strike-slip movement 

in Zone F and ii) windows in the landslide deposit 

displaying the underlying glacial surface in Zone E.
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CONCLUSIONS:
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htrue

Source volume: ~51 Mm3

Deposit volume: ~65 Mm3

Volume of entrained material: ~11 Mm3

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of apparent ice change 

between pre (6/15/16) and post (7/16/16) event DEMs.

ELEVATION CHANGE:

1) Data processing:

 No vertical ground control: change is relative.

 Source zone is masked in DEM from cloud 

cover/shadows: mass balance is not possible. 

2) Dynamic environment: 

 Background change from seasonal snow/ice melt:  

~ 0.5 m/ month.

 Deposit thickness is artificially inflated by insulation 

of ice under the deposit (Figure 4).
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A 0.8 -51.1 -48.3

B 0.3 3.1 11.2

C 2.5 -11.2 -4.9

D 1.5 4.5 3.0

E 11.0 16.7 1.5

F 5.1 31.1 6.1
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